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CELA [tsèla] thinks that her grandmother's family hapiness is a miracle.
She tells the story of her life, as tortured as the one of her country;
Poland, and we discover that she sherishes in a romantic and nostalgic
way, the disappointed memory of a war love affair which for a long time
remained mythical for her. It was during the war, when she met a french
prisoner in a camp...

This story has often been told to me ever since my childhood. CELA
could always find an audience in me, a privileged listener and, with time
passing by, I understood that she con-sidered me as a symbolic
extension of what she had been through.
From this warm and intimate relationship which made the existence of
the film possible, a dou-ble and complementary motivation arose : CELA
wanted to bequeath a memory to me. I decided to be the mediator and,
in my turn, to transmit it.
The writing of this project was inspired by my meetings with CELA. It is
her memories and how she put herself face to face with them, which over
the years gave rise to many questions :

How, from the point of view of his own destiny does Man live and
experience history ?
Why, in everyone is there a perpetual conflct between the necessity to
forget and the need to remember ?
Thus, CELA is, for me, a symbolic and illumi-nating character. Above all
her personal me-mories as an old woman, where she narrates mostalgic
episodes of her youth, there is a collective cult of memory. The memory
of a people, who have succeeded in saving their own cultural identity,
inspite of centuries of invasions and occupations. The history of Poland
is a series of violent conflicts; the scars can be seen even today in the
unconscious of it's inhabitants and also on the warscared façades of their
houses.
My father left Poland in the Sixties. I was born in France and always lived
there, yet I keep coming back to Poland, as if I was "haunted" by its
tortured past from which I seek the signs and origins. I am also
surrounded with this strange nostalgic feeling, which is also painful and
romantic. The very same feeling from which CELA has drawn her
incredible moral strength.
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